
 

 

 

 
  

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING (MOU) 

 

BETWEEN 
 

DR PATANGRAO KADAM ARTS AND COMMERCE COLLEGE, PEN-RAIGAD 

AND 
 

PRINCIPAL, HARSHAL COMMERCIAL INSTITUTE, M. G. ROAD, MAHAD-RAIGAD 

 

FOR 

 

STUDENT STAFF EXCAHGE, SKILL DEVELOPMENT OUTCOME BASED 

TRAINING AND PLACEMENT  

This memorandum of understanding is entered into this 27 September 2020 by hand between, 

Department of Geography, Dr. Patangrao Kadam Arts and Commerce College Pen, the first party 

represented by Principal Dr. Patangrao Kadam Arts and Commerce College, Pen. (Here after 

referred as First party) 

And 

Sou. Sayali S. Butala, Harshal Commercial Institute, M. G. Road, Mahad- Raigad (here after 

referred as second party company which expression and list excluded by for republic to the 

subject or contacts shall include its successors in office administrators and assigns) 

WHEREAS 

A. First party is a higher educational institution named Dr. Patangrao Kadam Arts and 

Commerce College Pen. 

B. First party and second party believe that collaboration and cooperation between 

themselves will promote more effective use of each of their resources and provide each of 

them with enhanced opportunities 

C. The parties intend to corporate and focus their efforts on cooperation within area of skill-

based training education and research 

D. Both parties being legal entities in themselves desire to sign this MOU for advancing 

germ mutual interests 

E. Proprietor, Harshal Commercial Institute second party is working as computer typing 

educational institute and working with reputed international companies like Janes India 

and Rolta. 



 

 

 

 
  

F. Give related information to its branches and dimensional information about the industry 

concerned with which the MOU is sworn. 

Now therefore after consideration of the mutual promises set forth in these parties here to agree 

as follows: 

Clause 1: Co-operation 

1.1 Both parties are united by common interest and objectives and they shall establish channels 

of communication and cooperation that will promote and advance their respective 

corporation within the institution and its related wings the party shall keep each other 

informed of potential opportunities and shell share all information that may be relevant to 

secure additional opportunities for one another. 

1.2 First party and second party cooperation will facilitate effective utilization of the intellectual 

capacity of the faculty of first party providing significant inputs to them in developing 

suitable teaching training systems keeping in mind the needs of the industry the second party. 

1.3 The general terms of corporation shall be governed by this the party shall co-operate with 

each other and shall as promptly as is reasonable or shall enter into all agreements and deeds 

and documents as may be required to give effect to the action contemplated in terms of this 

MOU. The terms of definitely documents shall be usually decided between the parties. Along 

with the definitive documents this MOU self present the entire understanding as to the 

subject matter hereof and shall suppressed any prior understanding between the parties on the 

subject matter hereof. 

Clause 2: Scope of the MOU 

2.1 The budding graduates from the institution could play a key role in technological up 

gradation innovation and competitiveness of an industry both parties believe that close 

cooperation between the two would be a major benefit to the student community to enhance their 

skill and knowledge. 

2.2 Curriculum design: second party will give valuable inputs to the first part II in teaching 

training methodology and suitably customize the curriculum so that the students fit into the 

industry is in meaningfully. 

2.3 Industrial training and visits: industry and institution in the reaction will give an insight 

into the latest development requirements of the industries the second party to permit the faculty 

and students of the first party to visit is group companies and training and also involved in the 

industrial training programme of the first party. The industrial training and exposure provided to 

students and faculty 2-3 days association will build confidence and prepare the students to have a 

smooth transition from academic to working career II party will provide it labs workshops 

industrial sites for the hands on training and the learners in road with first party. 
 



 

 

 

 
  

ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES:  

2.4 Skill development programs: second party to train the students of first party on the 

emerging technologies in order to bridge the skill gap and make them industry ready 

2.5 Guest lecturers: second party to extend the necessary support to deliver guest lectures to the 

students of the first party on the technology trends and in-house requirements 

2.6 Faculty Development Programs: second party to train the facilities of first party for 

imparting training as per the industrial requirement considering the national occupational 

standards in concert sector if available 

2.7 Placement of the Trained Students: second party with activity engaged to help the delivery 

of the training and placement of students on the first party in two internship jobs and will 

facilitate placements for at least 10% of the students. 

The second party will itself absorb at least 10% of the 10 students 

2.8 Both parties to obtain all internal approvals consensus permission and license of whatsoever 

nature required for offering the programs on the terms specified here in. 

2.9 There is no financial commitment on the part of Department of Geography, Dr. Patangrao 

Kadam Arts and Commerce College Pen, the first party to take up any program mention in MOU 

if there is any financial consideration. 
 

Clause 3: validity 

3.1 This agreement will be valid until it is expressly terminated by either party on the mutually 

agreed terms during which period the MOU chief auditor the second party as the case may be 

will take effective steps for implementation of this MOU. Any act on the part of chief auditor 

second party after termination of this agreement by way of communication respondent acceptor 

shall not be consideredas an extension of this. 

3.2 Both parties may terminate the same MOU upon 30 calendar days notice in writing in the 

event of termination both parties have to discharge their obligations. 

3.3 It is expressly agreed that Dr. Patangrao Kadam Arts and Commerce College Pen and chief 

auditor pen are acting under this MOU as independent contractors and the relationship 

established under this MOU shall not be constructed as a partnership. Neither party is authorized 

to use the other parties name in any way to make any representation for create any obligation or 

liability express implied on behalf of the other party without the prior written consent of the 

other party. Neither party shall have Nora present itself as having any authority under the terms 

of the same MOU to make agreements of any kind in the name of binding upon other party to 

please other parties credit how to extend credit on behalf of the other party. 

 



 

 

 

 
  

First party: Dr. Babsaheb Dudhale, Principal, Dr. Patangrao Kadam Arts and Commerce 

College Pen, 

 

 

Second party: Sou. Sayali S. Butala, Harshal Commercial Institute, M. G. Road, Mahad- Raigad 

Email: sameerbutala@gmail.com  

Website: https://www.harshalinstitute.com/  
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING (MOU) 

BETWEEN 

DR PATANGRAO KADAM ARTS AND COMMERCE COLLEGE, PEN RAIGAD 

AND 

SHRINATH CONSULTANCY, PEN 

FOR 

SKILL DEVELOPMENT OUTCOME BASED TRAINING 

This Memorandum of Understanding is entered into this 23 September 2020 by hand between, 

Department of Commerce, Dr Patangrao Kadam Arts and Commerce College Pen the first party 

represented by Principal Dr Patangrao Kadam Arts and Commerce College Pen (Hereafter 

referred as First party) 

And 

Shrinath Consultancy, Pen the Second Party and represented here in Mr Jagannath Gajanan 
Mhatre (here after referred as Second Party)

WHEREAS 

A. First party is a higher educational institution named Dr Patangrao Kadam Arts and 

Commerce College Pen. 

B. First Party and Second Party believe that collaboration and cooperation between 
themselves will promote more effective use of each of their resources and provide each of 

them with enhanced opportunities 
C. The parties intend to focus their efforts on cooperation within area of skill-based learning, 

education and research 

D. Both parties being legal entities in themselves desire to sign this MoU for advancing 
mutual interests 



E. Shrinath Consultancy Pen, the Second Party is engaged in the field of Cooperative 

Auditing and Consultancy 

F. Shrinath Consultancy Pen, the Second Party is promoted by Mr Jagannath Gajanan 

Mhatre. 

Now therefore after consideration of mutual promises set forth in these parties hereto agree as 

follows: 

CLAUSE 1: CO-OPERATION 

i Both parties are united by common interest and objectives and they shall establish channels 

of communication and cooperation that will promote and advance their respective 

corporation within the institution. The party shall keep each other informed of potential 

opportunities and shall share all information that may be relevant to secure additional 

opportunities for each other. 

First Party and Second Party cooperation will facilitate effective utilization of the intellectual ii. 

capacity of the faculty of First Party providing significant inputs to them in developing 

suitable teaching training systems.

ill. The general terms of co-operation shall be governed by this: the party shall co-operate with 

each other and shall as promptly as is reasonable. The terms of documents (required if any) 

shall be usually decided between the parties. 

CLAUSE 2: SCOPE OF THE MOU 

i. The budding graduates from institution could play a key role in knowledge up gradation, 

iteracy and spread of knowledge in society. Both parties believe that close cooperation 

between the two would be a major benefit to the student community to enhance their skil 
and knowledge and help society. 

Curriculum Design: Second Party will give valuable inputs to the First Party in 11. 

Teaching, Training and Methodology and suitably customize the curriculum so that the 

students fit into the needs of society as responsible citizen. 

i. Training & Visits: Both parties in the reaction will give an insight into latest 

development requirements of Cooperative Auditing and Administration fields. The 



Second Party shall permit the faculty and students of the First Party to visit its Firms/ 
Offices (and other fields if any) and avail training to the student. The training and 
exposure provided to students and faculty of 2-3 days association will build confidence 

and prepare the students to have . smooth transition from academic to working career. 

The Second Party will provide its assistance through workshops for the hands on training 
to the learners. 

ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES: 

Skill Development Programs: Second Party to train the students of First Party on prevailing 
Cooperative Auditing and Administration and bridge the skill gap. 

Guest Lectures: Second Party to extend the necessary support to deliver Guest Lectures to the 

students of the First Paty on the trends in Cooperative Auditing and Administration. 

Faculty Development Programs: Second Party to train the faculties of First Party for imparting 
training as per the requirement 

CLAUSE 3 VALIDITY 

i. This agreement will be valid until it is expressly terminated by either party on mutually 

agreed terms 
ii. Both parties may terminate the same MoU upon 30 calendar days notice in writing in the 

event of termination both parties have to discharge their obligations. 
ii. It is expressly agreed that Dr Patangrao Kadam Arts and Commerce College Pen and 

Shrinath Consultancy Pen are acting under this MoU as independent contractors and the 

relationship established under this MoU shall not be constructed as a partnership. 

iv. Neither party is authorized to se the other parties name in any way to make any 
representation for create any obligation or liability express or implied on behalf of the 

other party without the prior written consent of the other party. 

X 



Date: 24/0g 2n 

Place 

First party 
Second party 

Shrinath Consultancy PRINCIFRincipal DRPATANCRAD KADAM ARTS & COMAMERCE COLLEGE PEN-RAIGAD 

E-Mail: dpk.college@gmail.com Email: 

Website: www.swamidpk.org 

Witness 2 Witness 1 

(Anuesidha:S-Pyan CSmcont . .mahadome 



MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING (MOU) 

BETWEEN 

DR PATANGRAO KADAM ARTS AND COMMERCE COLLEGE, PEN RAIGAD 

AND 

PRANALT JAMDADE 
-**------------- ASSOCIATES, PEN 

FOR 

SKILL DEVELOPMENT OUTCOME BASED TRAINING 

This Memorandum of Understanding is entered into this 23 September 2020 by hand between, 

Department of Political Science, Dr Patangrao Kadam Arts and Commerce College Pen the first 

party represented by Principal Dr Patangrao Kadam Arts and Commerce College Pen (Hereafter 

referred as First party) 

And 

PRANALTI JAMDADE 

Associates, Pen the second party and represented here in 
MS 

Pranali 

Jamdade (here after referred as second party) 

WHEREAS 

A. First party is a higher educational institution named Dr Patangrao Kadam Arts and 

Commerce College Pen 

B. First party and Second party believe that collaboration and cooperation between 

themselves will promote more effective use of each of their resources and provide each of 

them with enhanced opportunities 

C. The parties intend to focus their efforts on cooperation within area of skill-based learning, 

education and research 

D. Both parties being legal entities in themselves desire to sign this MoU for advancing 

mutual interests 

Oecinall Aclu P R.lqmacacke 



E. 
Associates Pen, the Second Party is engaged in the field of Legal 

advisory and counseling fields 

F. 
Associates Pen, the Second Party is promoted by Mrs Pranali 

Jamdade 

G. Give related information to its branches and dimensional information about the industry 

concerned with whom the MoU is sworn. 

Now therefore after consideration of mutual promises set forth in these parties hereto agree as 

follows: 

CLAUSE 1: CO-OPERATION 

Both parties are united by common interest and objectives and they shall establish channels 

1. 

of communication and cooperation that will promote and advance their respective 

corporation within the institution. The party shall keep each other informed of potential 

opportunities and shall share all information that may be relevant to secure additional 

opportunities for each other. 

First Party and Second Party cooperation will facilitate effective utilization of the intellectual 

1. 

capacity of the faculty of First Party providing significant inputs to them in developing 

suitable teaching training systems. 

The general terms of cooporation shall be governed by this: the party shall co-operate with
111. 

each other and shall as promptly as is reasonable. The terms of documents (required if any) 

shall be usually decided between the parties. 

CLAUSE 2: SCOPE OF THE MOU 

The budding graduates from institution could play a key role in knowledge up gradation, 

literacy and spread of knowledge in society. Both parties believe that close cooperation 

between the two would be a major benefit to the student community to enhance their skill 

and knowledge and help society. 

i. Curriculum Design: Second Party will give valuable inputs to the First Party in 

Teaching, Training and Methodology and suitably customize the curriculum so that the 

students fit into the needs of society as responsible citizen. 

ean Adlv.PRJdmadloc 



. Training & Visits: Both parties in the reaction will give an insight into latest 

development requirements of legal fields. The Second Paty shall permit the faculty and 
students of the First Party to visit its Firms/ Offices (and other fields if any) and avail 

traning to the student The training and exposure provided to students and faculty of 2-3 

days association will build confidence and prepare the students to have a smooth 

transition from academic to working career. The Second Party will provide its assistance 

through workshops for the hands on training to the learners. 

ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES: 

Skill Development Programs: Second Party to train the students of First Party on prevailing 

laws and bridge the skill gap and make them industry ready 

Guest Lectures: Second Party to extend the necessary support to deliver Guest Lectures to the 

students of the First Party on the legal trends. 

Faculty Development Programs: Second Party to train the faculties of First Party for imparting 

training as per the requirement 

CLAUSE 3 VALIDITY 

This agreement will be valid until it is expressly terminated by either party on mutually 

agreed terms. 

Both parties may terminate the same MoU upon 30 calendar days notice in writing in the I1. 

event of termination both parties have to discharge their obligations. 

iii. It is expressly agreed that Dr Patangrao Kadam Arts and Commerce College Pen and -

- Pen are acting under this MoU as independent contractors and the relationship 

established under this MoU shall not be constructed as a partnership. 

iv. Neither party is authorised to use the other parties name in any way to make any 

representation for create any obligation or liability express or implied on behalf of the 

other party without the prior written consent of the other party. 

Jeonali AdU PRJamadade



Date: 26) o9 1202.0 

Place: Pen 

PRINCIPAL 
DRPATANCRAO NADAVARTS &COMERCE CLKCE 

BPEN-RAIGAD 
First party 

una 
Second party 

ADV. PRANALI K. JAMADADE 

B.ALLB 
MAN7796/2019 

pranalijamadede 1929@gmail.com 
(Mob) 9130494648 

agarbb 
Witness 1 Witness 2 

(Shricmt D.mahadae) Balasaheb Sorgas 


